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Abstract
Can a society suffering contests between rich and poor achieve good governance in the
face of endemic corruption? We examine a stylized poor state with weak institutions
in which a “culture of evasion” damages state authority. Many evade tax payments,
limiting the state’s economic development capability. In the face of extensive corrup-
tion, it is challenging for the state to establish and implement policies reflecting good
governance: for example, a government that is accountable and transparent, efficient
and effective, and follows the rule of law. The rich and poor possess different views on
what is the appropriate level of enforcing proper payments of taxes due. The govern-
ment needs to design an effective tax administration policy that minimizes corruption
and is sensitive to the present and future needs of society. To do this, it must understand
what drives such widespread corruption.
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1 Introduction

Extensive tax evasion (illegal activity) and tax avoidance (legal ways to reduce taxes),
while known worldwide, is especially acute where enforcement is lax. Typically, this
is accompanied by complicit tax enforcement officials. Moreover, constituencies with
different interests may compete in attempting to influence the setting of the tax rate.
Tax collection enforcement itself may be the outcome of negotiations, lobbying, and
other elements of a political process among competing constituencies, bureaucrats,
and politicians. The result is that the various economic actors live in an environment
where rules and their enforcement appear fluid, where corrupt transactions are part of
everyday life.

Against this background, we study the choices made by competing constituencies
and the taxing authority, and the consequences (in equilibrium) for each of them and
for the society. We focus on tax enforcement, a critical issue in which there have
been major contributions but which is generally omitted from or glossed over in the
discussion of tax policy (Bird 2004; Das-Gupta and Bird 2012; Keen and Slemrod
2017; Addison et al. 2018).

Weak tax administration and the consequential pervasive lack of compliance by
potential taxpayers is characteristic ofweak governance.1 Countrieswith high inequal-
ity and weak governance often share other characteristics, making the financing of
public policy difficult.2 We model a stylized state having high inequality, weak insti-
tutions, low tax morale, and a subsequent “culture of evasion.” Many people avoid
paying taxes, limiting the state’s revenue-raising capability and the role it plays in eco-
nomic development (Andreoni et al. 1998). The rich and poor comprise constituencies
with different economic and political interests, here captured by each group having
different desired levels of tax rule administration and enforcement. In the face of such
extensive corruption, it is challenging to establish and implement policies reflecting
good governance.

Using game-theoretical political-economic modeling, we study the explicit interac-
tions among the poor, the rich, and a tax administrator (TA) in order to understand the
choice of the tax enforcement level and the consequent social outcome. The poor and
the rich represent two constituent (or interest) groups who act strategically to drive
policy for their own benefit.3 They are rent-seekers/rent-avoiders who spend resources
and enter a contest (as in a lobbying game), to influence the level of tax enforcement
chosen by the administration. The rich prefer lower (zero) enforcement while the poor
prefer a relatively higher enforcement level. The TA is not a neutral arms-length actor;
rather, the TA has both the public and own self-interest in mind when proposing an
enforcement level. The TA also chooses a tax enforcement level in order to maximize

1 Singh (1997) states: “…it is useful to think about governance along three dimensions: (1) the degree
of commitment or durability of laws and rules; (2) the degree of enforcement of these laws; and (3) the
degree of decentralization of jurisdictions with respect to providing public goods.” This paper falls under
dimensions (1) and (2).
2 Recent work by Addison et al. (2018) nicely surveys the literature on the relationship between tax policy
and development concerns.
3 We discuss the interpretation of the simplifying assumption of two constituent income groups below, in
the first part of Sect. 2.
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Inequality, good governance, and endemic corruption 1001

a weighted average of the resulting utility levels of two competing groups, as well as
the lobbying expenditures of the two contestants (which perhaps accrue as rent to the
administrator, the TA’s own narrow self-interest). The TA’s objective function turns
on a single parameter (α) that represents the prevailing political culture, tax morale,
or degree of politicization of the government.

Our TA is not necessarily an extreme rent-seeker.Depending on political culture and
tax morale, the welfare of constituent groups may be of concern. The TA’s objective
function reflects commitments to the public and to the TA’s own narrow self-interest.
Indirectly, we also account for the politician’s policy preferences although this actor’s
behavior is not explicitly modeled. As in Epstein and Nitzan (2006, 2007), a single
parameter captures the political culture in which the TA exists: the weight assigned to
social welfare relative to the total rent-seeking outlays.

We obtain striking results from a relatively simple model. In general, the tax
enforcement level proposed by the TA may be higher or lower than the poor’s utility-
maximizing tax enforcement level. It is shown how the enforcement level affects
the lobbying efforts of the groups and who it affects more. Also, we show that the
optimal tax enforcement level from the poor’s viewpoint is always lower than its
utility-maximizing tax enforcement. There exists a political culture that gives rise to
the situation where the optimal enforcement level of the TA equals the enforcement
that one of the groups (rich or poor) would prefer.

Much of the literature on tax and revenue mobilization in developing countries
has focused on the constraints on the state’s revenue-raising capability and, hence,
the role the state plays in economic development (Andreoni et al. 1998). The public
economics literature has examined the impacts of a given tax policy, studying the trade-
offs between efficiency and equity in a general equilibrium framework (Addison et al.
2018). Lurking in the background for some time, but increasingly receiving attention,
has been the administrative dimension of revenue collection (Das-Gupta and Bird
2012). Indeed, it is still common in papers discussing tax administration to call for
more work—both theoretical and empirical—on the topic (Bird 2004; Slemrod 2007;
Das-Gupta and Bird 2012; Alm 2014; Keen and Slemrod 2017; Addison et al. 2018).4

We model the analysis of revenue mobilization as a contest between rich and poor
constituencies. There is a vast political economy literature on policy formation provid-
ing insights on tax policy, corruption, evasion, among many other political processes
(Persson and Tabellini 2002; Grossman and Helpman 2001; Epstein and Nitzan 2006).
We examine public policy toward tax enforcement as determined by rent-seeking
bureaucrats and politicians and the lobbying efforts of rich and poor constituencies
(Myles and Naylor 1996; Schneider and Bose 2017). Policy maximizes an objec-
tive function that takes into consideration, in some measure, both social welfare and
the policy-maker’s own interests (Epstein and Nitzan 2006). Constituent groups rent-
seeking, lobbying or influence investment is captured by the contest success function
(CSF). As in Grossman and Helpman (2001) and Persson and Tabellini (2002), we let

4 Some of this has been achieved, of course. For example, Das-Gupta et al. (2004) model how to change
“within office governance” to achieve good governance, while Dreher et al. (2009) find that better institu-
tional quality reduces corruption.
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1002 G. S. Epstein, I. N. Gang

the tax administrator’s objective function be a weighted average of the expected social
welfare and lobbying efforts.5

The next section of the paper sets out the core of our rent-seeking model, in which
we examine the workings of a contest in which the rich and poor vie for a tax enforce-
ment plan that serves their own interests. Both act to maximize their expected net
benefit by lobbying the government for their respective optimal levels of tax pay-
ment enforcement. In Sect. 3, we consider social welfare, explicitly accounting for
the actions of the tax administrator (TA), their consequences, and the responses of the
rich and the poor. The tax administrator is characterized as capturing the interests of
society as a whole, the government, and own self-interest. We explicitly introduce the
overlay of TA decision making into our modeling and examine the model’s compara-
tive statics. In Sect. 4, we discuss several useful, if somewhat speculative implications
of our modeling, including how hard the rich and poor fight for their desired tax
enforcement levels, the possibility of a poverty trap, change in the TA’s/society’s sen-
sitivity to corruption, and the existence and elimination of endemic corruption through
the formation of anti-corruption herds. Sensitivity to corruption and related herding
behavior reflect society’s “tax morale” (Alm and Torgler 2006; Luttmer and Singhal
2014). Section 5 concludes.

2 Tax payments enforcement

We model tax payment enforcement in an economy with inequality. To capture par-
simoniously inequality, we posit two agents—one with relatively high income, the
other with relatively low income—who take part in a rent-seeking/avoidance contest
(Epstein and Nitzan 1999, 2007). The high/low divide is one among many ways of
characterizing the income distribution. Further simplifying the discussion, we refer to
high-income agents as rich, and those with low income as poor.

The core of our model is the contest between the rich and poor, which we model
in this section. Both act to maximize their expected net benefit by lobbying the gov-
ernment for their respective optimal levels of tax payment enforcement (Das-Gupta
2005; Das-Gupta et al. 2004). The tax administrator (TA) who proposes and sets the
tax enforcement level E represents the government in our model. The TA is imper-
fectly honest, both wanting to receive rents from the efforts of the rich and poor to
influence her/his decisions and wanting to act in the best interests of the country by
reflecting society’s prevalent sentiment with respect to tax avoidance and enforcement
(Flatters and MacLeod 1995). Thus, rent-seeking/avoidance is an important part of
the corruption story.

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 formally establish what the contest between the rich and poor
looks like, given that both of these actors are trying to influence TA actions. The
government redistributes income and spends its resources on items from which the
citizens benefit such as education, health care, roads, parks, and security. In order
to better focus our discussion, we consider the case where the tax level is fixed (we
will talk about other options later). Under this tax level, the rich are net payers and

5 In the seminal work by Yitzhaki (1974), lobbying groups are not taken into consideration.
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Inequality, good governance, and endemic corruption 1003

the poor are net receivers. Thus, the rich pay more taxes than they get back from the
government and the poor gain from the government more than they pay.

Onemight argue that the poorwould not try to influence theTAas they are extremely
resource constrained. However, it is useful to think about the rich and poor in our
modeling as extreme cases. More than two groups are possible, each having stakes in
the enforcement level. For example, assume that there are three groups: rich, middle
class, and poor. The rich and the middle class can invest, and would want to invest, in
bringing enforcement level to a certain optimal level, but not too high; the poorest are
so resource constrained that they do not invest. In this paper, we model the relatively
rich and the relatively poor middle class who can and want to invest, referring to them
for simplicity as the rich and poor. The true poor who cannot invest do not take part
in this contest. They are omitted from the rest of the discussion.

In order to focus our story, we think of the issue at hand as setting the level of
enforcement. The rich find it is easier to avoid paying taxes while for the poor it is
harder. In this situation, the poor prefer that the government enforces tax collection
since the better is the tax collection (assuming tax enforcement is identical for all the
population), the better off are the poor even if theywould paymore taxes. Accordingly,
the rich prefer a more reluctant enforcement rule, since they are better off paying less
(up until a certain level of tax paid).6

Alternatively, we could think about struggles between poor and rich over the tax
level, or over the combination of tax level and enforcement. That is, we might talk
about a joint policy combining both tax rates and enforcement levels. In general, the
results of our analysis will not change.

Our story is that the tax administrator wishes to change the status quo enforcement
level. The poor would prefer a harsher enforcement level while the rich would prefer
a less binding one that enables them to tax evade. Below, we describe the contest
between rich and poor over the determination of the enforcement level.

2.1 The contest between rich and poor

A tax administrator (TA) establishes the contest (but not the contest success func-
tion, discussed later in this paragraph) by proposing tax enforcement level E at a
level that is higher than the status quo. For simplicity, we assume that the status quo
enforcement level is zero. Thus, the poor would benefit and the rich would be harmed
from this change. The proposal will be presented before the parliament or the ruling
politician who will determine whether to approve or reject the proposal.7 Approval
or rejection is a function of the contest success function (CSF). The CSF converts
rent-seeking/avoidance efforts by the rich and poor to influence the TA’s proposed
enforcement level E into probabilities of approval and rejection. The TA takes as
given the CSF when determining the level of enforcement. With this information, the

6 Note that the rich also benefit from tax payments as they cannot provide everything for themselves. In
our analyses here, we are only considering the levels of tax enforcement that the rich perceive more as
subsidizing the poor.
7 Instead of a parliament or ruling politician as the final decision-maker, the TA could also be making this
final decision after a waiting period, holding public hearings on the proposed policy, and so on.
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rich and the poor decide on their lobbying expenditures (that is, their strategies), allow-
ing us to obtain the enforcement level assuming the contest has a Nash equilibrium
and complete information on the parameters is available. The equilibrium outcome
from the rent-seeking/avoidance contest is the TA’s political constraint. The policy the
TA follows reflects its various commitments and its political constraint.

These steps are illustrated in this figure which is described in more detail below:

Before proceeding further, we should spend a minute discussing our conceptual-
ization of the key policy element in this paper, the enforcement level E. Clearly, many
elements of tax administration policy need consideration in actual practice and using
the single policy E is overly simple. However, it does focus our story. Das-Gupta et al.
(2016) have recently offered the empirical analogue of this. They propose and con-
struct a Tax Administration Measure of Effectiveness (TAME), an index that captures
the tax administration environment including its effectiveness and enforcement.8 We
rely on this conceptualization.9

8 Das-Gupta et al. (2016) suggest that TAME is composed of numerous factors. Summarizing, these include:
TA ability to audit, inspect, penalize, prosecute; number and quality of tax inspectors, information, balance
sheets, TA budget; efficient resource allocation such as taxpayer identification, and registration, processing
of returns, audits, post-audit appeals, sanctions, tax collection, taxpayer assistance, internal audits; output
per inspector; duration, arrears, revenue loss duration of assessments completion, appeals, etc., and quality.
9 Indices of tax administration have been a focus of some recent research. Aside from TAME, Keen and
Slemrod (2017) develop another “summary measure of the impact of administrative interventions—the
enforcement elasticity of tax revenue.”
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The risk-neutral agents, the poor (p) and the rich (r) spend xp and xr on
rent-seeking/avoidance to affect chances of approving or rejecting the proposed
enforcement level. Expenditure by the rich and poor in this lobbying contest cor-
relates closely with their chances of winning. Expenditures xp and xr establish the
approval probability of the TA’s proposed policy E; e.g., with probability Prp the par-
liament accepts the proposed enforcement level E (that benefits the poor). As stated
before, for convenience, we set the status quo enforcement level to zero and this is
the desired level by the rich so that the rich are not the subjects of tax enforcement.
In general, we can think of this as setting their E at some minimum level enabling the
rich to obtain their desired level of public goods.

Enforcement level E* maximizes the payoff to the poor. Whereas the rich prefer
minimal enforcement, the poor’s preferred enforcement level is positive and high
enough to ensure the availability of a sufficient level of public goods, but not too
high, as this may hurt them. The poor understand the benefit of paying taxes as aiding
public goods provision while recognizing that the cost of paying too much also needs
consideration.

The rich and the poor have expected net payoffs (surpluses) of10

E(ur) � Ar + Prr nr − xr, (1)

and,

E
(
up

) � Ap + Prpnp − xp. (2)

E(ur) and E(up) are expected net payoffs to the rich and poor, respectively. Ar and
Ap are the respective payoffs to the rich and poor if the policy that benefits them is
not approved. Namely, Ap is the payoff for the poor when the proposed enforcement
level E is not approved; Ar is the payoff for the rich when the new enforcement level
is approved (i.e., E rises above its status quo level of 0). nr and np are the real benefits
each group receives from their rent-seeking/avoidance activities if the enforcement
policy is approved or rejected depending on if it is the poor or the rich.11 The sizes of
the benefits going to each group are a function of the enforcement level. Prr and Prp
are the contestants’ probabilities of winning the contest (note, Prr + Prp � 1). xr and
xp are their contest expenditures. The stakes, the n, are a function of the enforcement
level and in equilibrium, so are the probabilities.

Victory belongs to the poor if the parliament or the ruling politician approves the
proposed enforcement level, as this is their preferred outcome, and they receive np.

10 For a similar structure, see Epstein and Nitzan (2003, 2007).
11 Note that we do not include relative group size as the size of the stakes already considers this. A larger
group will have a larger stake. Of course, a larger stake does not necessarily mean a bigger group, though a
bigger group generally indicates a larger stake. We do not assume that the groups are identical. As above,
one could think about a game among three groups: poor, middle class, and rich. The poor do not invest in
the contest, while the rich and middle class do invest. Thus, the contest collapses to two contestants: rich
and middle class. The effect of group size is one of the components that affect the stake sizes. A larger
group may be influenced more by the enforcement level; thus, this group would have a larger stake and
thus in equilibrium this will have an effect on its investment. Therefore, the effect of the relative size of the
different groups has an effect on the outcome via the size of the stakes.
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The poor’s payoff is Ap when the parliament or the ruling politician does not accept
their favored policy; np is the winning benefit received by the poor. Therefore, if the
poor win the contest, they get Ap + np, otherwise they get Ap. If parliament or the
ruling politician rejects the proposed enforcement level, the rich receive real benefit
nr; in fact, a win for the rich provides them with an avoided loss. The rich receive
payoff (profits) Ar when the parliament or the ruling politician does not adopt their
favored enforcement level: nr is the winning benefit received by the rich in the contest.
Note again that the enforcement level is set at zero when the rich win the contest.

From the CSF, we obtain probabilities Prr and Prp; i.e., the CSF converts expen-
ditures by the rich and poor into the probabilities they can obtain their favored policy
outcome. Note that the CSF is given and is Tullock’s (1980) non-discriminating rule
that player i’s success probability when competing against player j is

Pri � Pri (xi , x j ) � xi
xi + x j

, ∀i �� j, xi , x j > 0. (3)

The interior Nash equilibria of our two-player contest (subgame) are characterized
by

∂E(ur)

∂xr
� xp

(
xr + xp

)2 nr − 1 � 0, and
∂E

(
up

)

∂xp
� xr

(
xr + xp

)2 n p − 1 � 0. (4)

The second-order sufficient conditions of such equilibria are satisfied.
Rich and poor equilibrium expenditures and winning probabilities are

x∗
r � n2r np

(
nr + np

)2 ; x∗
p � n2pnr

(
np + nr

)2 ; Pr∗
r � nr

nr + np
Pr∗

p � np
nr + np

. (5)

From (5), we see that whoever has the higher benefit also has the higher probability
of winning the contest.

2.2 Relative efforts, winning probabilities, and the proposed enforcement level

Wenowconsider someof the consequences of themodel setup in Sect. 2.1;we examine
here the comparative statics of the contest. When the proposed enforcement level E
changes, the effects on equilibrium expenditures by the rich and poor are

∂x∗
r

∂E
� nrnpn

′
r

(
nr − np

)[ηp

ηr
+ 2

np
nr − np

]
1

(
nr(E) + np(E)

)3 , (6)

and

∂x∗
p

∂E
� nrnpn

′
p

(
np − nr

)[ ηr

ηp
+ 2

nr
np − nr

]
1

(
nr(E) + np(E)

)3 ,
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where η j � ∂n j
∂E

E
n j

� n′
j
E
n j

is contestant j’s benefit elasticity with respect to changing
the proposed enforcement level E. As discussed earlier in Sect. 2, we are talking
about the relatively rich and poor who want to invest in the contest, and for simplicity
ignoring the possibility of more groups having stakes in the enforcement level.

E* is the enforcement level that maximizes the poor’s expected net payoff. This
assumes that there is a maximum enforcement level that is good for the poor and even
they have a limit on the enforcement level. Of course, the rich prefer as low a level
as possible. For E* >E >0, notice that

∂n j
∂E � n′

j > 0, ∀ j � p, r and for E >E*,
∂n p
∂E < 0 and ∂nr

∂E > 0. Also notice that there exists Ē , such that the poor prefer an
enforcement level E exceeding the optimal level E* (E* <E < Ē) rather than a zero
enforcement level. Then again, a very high enforcement level E, (E > Ē), is worse
than a zero enforcement level.

Therefore, the effect of changes in enforcement on outlays made by the rich and
poor is ambiguous. The critical elements here are the contestants’ benefit elasticities
with respect to changes in the enforcement level.By (5),

Pr∗r
Pr∗p

� x∗
r

x∗
p

� nr(E)

np(E)
. (7)

Since

∂
(
Pr∗r /Pr∗p

)

∂E
�

∂
(
x∗
r /x

∗
p

)

∂E
� nr(E)

Enp(E)

(
ηr − ηp

)
, (8)

we obtain

Proposition 1 (a) a. If E∗ > E > 0, the effect of a proposed enforcement level
E change on the odds the rich will win the contest and their relative contest
expenditure is ambiguous. Elasticities ηr and ηp drive this effect. Specifically,

∂
(
Pr∗r /Pr∗p

)

∂E
�

∂
(
x∗
r /x

∗
p

)

∂E
>

<
0 if ηr − ηp

>

<
0.

(b) If Ē > E > E∗, a proposed enforcement level E change affects directly the odds
the rich will win the contest and their relative contest expenditure. Namely,

∂
(
Pr∗r /Pr∗p

)

∂E
�

∂
(
x∗
r /x

∗
p

)

∂E
> 0.

This proposition directly characterizes the chances each player has of winning the
contest when there is a change in the proposed enforcement level, where winning the
contest means obtaining its’ desired enforcement level from the TA. The relationship
between elasticities ηr and ηp plays a key role in case (1.a). That is, it tells us with
respect to changing the proposed enforcement level E, how elastic is the rich’s benefit
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compared to the poor’s benefit. When ηr exceeds ηp, the poor have a better chance
of winning and their relative rent-seeking efforts increase. However, in case (1.b) the
poor’s benefit decreases while that of the rich increases with proposed enforcement
level increases. Therefore, the poor are more likely to lose and they decrease their
relative rent-seeking efforts.

Let us now examine what happens to the sum of expenditures by the rich and
poor on achieving their enforcement goals. Where X is total rent-seeking/avoidance
expenditures (or effort, also referred to as rent dissipation), by (5), in equilibrium we
have

X∗ � x∗
r + x∗

p � nr(E)np(E)

np(E) + nr(E)
. (9)

We are interested in how the sum of expenditures by the rich and poor as they try
to influence the contest is related to the proposed enforcement level E,

∂X∗

∂E
� np(E)nr(E)n′

p(E)
(
nr(E) + np(E)

)2

(
ηr

ηp
+
nr(E)

np(E)

)
. (10)

That is, generally, it is ambiguous. More specifically, we can characterize when
overall rent dissipation is increasing by12

Lemma 1 (a) If E∗ > E > 0, then ∂X∗
∂E > 0.

(b) If Ē > E > E∗, then ∂X∗
∂E

<

>
0 i f −ηr

ηp

<

>
nr
np
.

Interestingly, under the sufficient condition, −ηr < ηp, the sum of rent-seeking
expenditures by the rich and poor is inversely related to the proposed enforcement
level, E. This lemma characterizes rent dissipation.

What happens to each player’s expenditures when the proposed enforcement level
changes? (1.a) tells us when total expenditure (that is, total effort or rent dissipation)
increases as proposed enforcement increases if E is below the poor’s optimal enforce-
ment level, E*. The contest between rich and the poor becomes more intense as the
respective benefits are high. Even when an increase persuades the poor to reduce their
rent-seeking activities, the rich counterbalance this reduction by disproportionately
increasing their rent-avoidance efforts. (1.b) stipulates the circumstances that tell us
how equilibrium total rent-seeking/avoidance expenditures react to proposed enforce-
ment level changes, when E is above the poor’s optimal enforcement level, E*.

3 Tax administration

Wecharacterized in Sect. 2 the contest between the rich and the poor. Here,we consider
social welfare, explicitly accounting for the actions of the tax administrator (TA),

12 Given the defined contest, the CSF for approval is a positive function of the poor’s investment and
negative with regard to the rich. In the case that the level of enforcement is too high for the poor and they
would prefer zero enforcement to the proposal, the poor will not invest xp � 0 and xr � ε > 0 so that Prp
� 0 and Prr � 1.
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Inequality, good governance, and endemic corruption 1009

their consequences, and the responses of the rich and the poor. The TA takes the rent-
seeking/avoidance contest discussed in Sect. 2 as a political constraint. Commitment
to the populace and self-interest motivate the TA.

3.1 The politically constrained tax administrator

The tax administrator (TA) establishes the enforcement level E taking into account
the contest between the rich and the poor, its desire to acquire rents, and its commit-
ment to enhancing social welfare. The TA’s specific objective function captures these
commitments. The TA gains from lobbying expenditures with regard to the proposed
enforcement level and from the four possible payoffs to the rich and the poor, because
part or all of these expenditures are a resource transfer to the TA. Hence, the objective
function is G

(
E(ur); E(up); (xr + xp)

)
for the TA. The expected net payoffs to the

rich and poor are E(ur) and E
(
up

)
as per Eqs. (1) and (2). The contestants’ expen-

ditures (xr + xp) either are wasted lobbying resources or represent transfers to the
government (of which the TA is the agent). The TA gains the greater the fraction of
the expenditures it captures and the sum of rich and poor expected payoffs to others.

Player l’s equilibrium expected payoff, l � rich or l � poor, is Ē
(
u∗
l

)
; i.e., Ē

(
u∗
l

)

is player l’s equilibrium expected payoff disregarding rent-seeking/avoidance costs,
E

(
u∗
l

) � Ē
(
u∗
l

) − x∗
l . Assume an additive TA objective function,

G
(
E(ur); E

(
up

)
; (xr + xp)

) � α
(
E

(
u∗
p

)
+ E

(
u∗
r

))
+ (1 − 2α)

(
x∗
p + x∗

r

)
. (11)

The TA has mixed commitments. The weight (1–2α) determines whether(
x∗
p + x∗

r

)
adds to or subtracts fromwelfare. If the total rent-seeking/avoidance expen-

ditures are wasted, the weight is negative. Weights α and (1–2α) apportion the welfare
components, withα capturing the TA’smixed commitments to the public and self. This
parameter reflects the prevailing sentiment in the society with respect to tax avoidance
and enforcement, echoing contestants’ expenditure allocations between wasteful and
non-wasteful resources received by the TA. Here, we see the TA’s public commitment
and narrow self-interest in collecting contestants’ expenditures.

Given (11), when α � 1, the TA is totally committed to the public interest and
society views expenditures on rent-seeking/avoidance as completely wasteful. When
α � 1/2 and we again observe a fully committed TA, expenditures made by the
rich and the poor are in fact a transfer from the rich and poor to the government that
reallocates it back to them. In the extreme case, α � 0. Here, the TA’s objective is
maximizing rich and poor expenditures on the contest while ignoring the public’s
welfare. The TA cares only about getting contest rent! Other intermediate cases are
obtained for 0 < α < 1, α �� 1

/
3, α �� 1

/
2. When 0 < α < 0.5, efforts at

rent-seeking/avoidance positively affect the TA; when 0.5 < α < 1, the effect on the
TA’s objective function is negative.
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3.2 The equilibrium enforcement level

To determine the optimal level of E maximizing the TA’s objective function (11),
we look at the interior solution to the TA’s problem, characterized by the first-order
condition

∂G(.)

∂E
� α

∂
(
Ē

(
u∗
r

)
+ Ē

(
u∗
p

))

∂E
+ (1 − 2α)

∂X∗

∂E
� 0, (12)

or,

∂
(
Ē

(
u∗
r

)
+ Ē

(
u∗
p

))

∂E
� − (1 − 2α)

α

∂X∗

∂E
. (13)

E** satisfies (13) which maximizes the objective function of the TA (11). Assuming

the second-order condition holds, ∂2G(.)
∂E2 � α

∂2
(
Ē(u∗

r )+Ē
(
u∗
p

))

∂E2 + (1 − 2α)∂2X∗
∂E2 <

0, Eqs. (4) and (13) characterize an interior Stackelberg–Nash equilibrium(
x∗
r , x∗

p, E
∗∗

)
.

Turning to examine how changes in α, the parameter summarizing the sensitivity of
the society and the TA to corruption and evasion, affect the equilibrium enforcement

level E**, it can be shown that ∂E∗∗
∂α

� −∂ 2G(.)/∂ E ∂ α

∂ 2G(.)/∂ E2 . By the second-order condition,
∂2G(.)
∂E2 < 0. By means of the first-order conditions, we can see that ∂E∗∗

∂α
and ∂X∗

∂E have
opposite signs. Hence,

Proposition 2

Sign

(
∂E∗∗

∂α

)
� −Sign

(
∂X∗

∂E

)
.

Via Lemma 1, we immediately see the conditions determining the sign of
(

∂E∗∗
∂α

)
.

E** is the equilibrium enforcement level in our extended tax enforcement game.
However, the poor prefer the level maximizing their expected net payoff, E*. We
can compare E* and E** by examining the relationship between the TA’s/society’s
sensitivity to corruption (α) and this comparison’s outcome. We want to know: (i) Is
there an α which gives rise to an enforcement level E** equal to E*? (ii) Is there an α

which gives rise to an enforcement level E** equal to the level the rich prefer (which
we denote by zero)?

When α � 0, the TA’s objective is maximizing rent-seeking/avoidance expendi-
tures while ignoring public welfare. Such an assumption implies a TA who is totally
committed to her/his own narrow interest in governing the expenditures made by the
rich and poor who are each trying to win the contest. The equilibrium enforcement
level E** maximizes G(E) � X∗(E) and satisfies the first-order condition

∂X∗

∂E
� 0. (14)
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By Lemma 1, it is clear that if −ηr
ηp

<
nr(E)
np(E)

, then E** � E*, otherwise E** >E*.
We thus obtain,

Proposition 3 (a) There exists α1, such that E**(α1) � E*.
(b) If −ηr

ηp
<

nr (E)
n p(E)

, there exists α2 such that E**(α2)>E*.

As presented above, there exists a level of enforcement E** that maximizes the TA
objective function (11). The optimal enforcement level is a function of α capturing
the TA’s commitments to the public well-being.

Proposition 3 tells us that this society possesses a sensitivity to corruption that
brings about the enforcement level E* that is preferred by the poor. The proposition
also informs us about conditions ensuring the proposed enforcement level exceeds E*.
The introduction of the enforcement level E* in our setting may require positive α,
i.e., that the TA assigns a positive weight to the public’s aggregate expected benefit.

Proposition 3a tells us that there exists a level of commitment of the TA to the
public well-being that provides the same enforcement level that is optimal for the
poor. Proposition 3b tells us that if it holds that −ηr

ηp
<

nr(E)
np(E)

, then there exists a
level of commitment of the TA to the public well-being that will give a higher level
of enforcement than the poor would prefer. This would only happen if the level of
commitment of the TA to the public well-being is sufficiently low and thus the TA is
increasing the level of enforcement to increase her/his own well-being by increasing
the total amount of expenditure spent by the two groups. It is clear from the above that
under these conditions, α2 <α1.

In a similar way to Epstein and Nitzan (2003, 2004), we argued above that if the
poor win the contest with certainty, they prefer the TA to set the enforcement level

at E*, maximizing the poor’s benefit n p, and satisfying:
∂np(E)

∂E

∣
∣∣
E�E∗∗ � 0. E* is

the optimal level of enforcement maximizing the poor’s benefit. It does not maximize
the poor’s expected benefit. Thus, it only looks at the benefits and does not take into
consideration the probability ofwinning or losing the contest or the level of expenditure
invested in the contest. However, the poor do not win the contest with certainty in our
extended strategic setting, so they need to take into consideration the possibility that
increasing their net benefit (by increasing E) may reduce their probability of winning
the contest by increasing opposition by the rich. The poor in our setting prefer the TA to
set the enforcement level at E0—the enforcement level maximizing their equilibrium
expected net payoff. From (2) and (6), the poor’s expected payoff is

E
(
u∗
p

)
� Ap +

(
np(E)

)3
(
nr(E) + np(E)

)2 . (15)

The positive enforcement level E � E0 maximizing E
(
u∗
p

)
is characterized by

the first-order condition:

∂E
(
u∗
p

)

∂E
� 3

(
np(E)

)2 ∂np(E)
∂E(

nr(E) + np(E)
)2 −

2
(
np(E)

)3( ∂np(E)
∂E + ∂nr(E)

∂E

)

(
nr(E) + np(E)

)3 � 0. (16)
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At E** � E*,
∂np(E)

∂E � 0. Since, ∂nr(E)
∂E > 0 at E∗,

∂E
(
u∗
p

)

∂E

∣∣
∣∣∣
E�E∗

< 0. This implies

that the enforcement level maximizing the poor’s expected net payoff is smaller than
E∗. Summing up:

Proposition 4 a) E0 < E∗.
b) α3 exists, such that E*(α3) � E0.

The level of enforcement that maximizes the poor’s payoff is E∗. However, if they
also take into consideration the probability of winning and the level of expenditure
needed to try to win approval (in equilibrium the probabilities, the benefits, and the
expenditure are all functions of the level of enforcement), we will obtain that the opti-
mal enforcement level maximizing the expected payoff is lower than what maximizes
the payoff: E0 < E∗. The reason is that if they ask for a lower level, the resistance of
the rich will be lower and the poor may have a higher probability of winning.

Given the expected payoff of both groups, the TA maximizes her/his expected
payoff as stated in (11). For each given α (the weight the TA assigns to welfare),
the level of enforcement that the TA proposes will be different. Thus, the proposition
states that there exists an α such that the enforcement level that the TA proposes will be
identical to the level that the poor prefer. If the TA operates at a level where corruption
sensitivity is embodied by α3 >0, we are describing a TA who is more committed to
enhancing social welfare than a TA whose equilibrium policy equals E∗. We wish to
note that what we have presented above is with regard to the level of commitment of
the TA to the public well-being and how this connects to what the poor would have
wanted with regard to the TA’s proposed enforcement level.

4 Some implications of the poor’s constraint

In this section, we offer several useful, if somewhat speculative, implications of our
modeling: (1) how hard the rich and poor fight for their desired tax enforcement levels;
(2) the possibility of herding by taxpayers; (3) change in the TA’s/society’s sensitivity
to corruption; and (4) a poverty trap. Up to here, we have observed that the proposed
optimal enforcement level may well be even higher than what the poor would like;
however, it may also be lower than the poor’s desires (since they receive benefits
from collected taxes) and closer to the wishes of the rich (which is zero enforcement).
This depends on the sensitivity of the political culture to corruption and reduced tax
enforcement.

Recall we showed the optimal level of enforcement maximizing the benefit to the
poor is E*, while the level maximizing the expected net payoff of the poor is E0 and
it holds that E0 < E∗. Assume that the proposed enforcement level is set at E0. From
(5), the expenditure of the poor attempting to influence the proposed policy equals

x∗
p (E0) � n2p(E0)nr(E0)

(np(E0)+nr(E0))
2 . As the desired enforcement level the rich prefer is lower

than that of the poor, the level of expenditure under E0 is more than what is optimal
for the rich.
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The expected net payoff to the poor would be: E
(
u∗
p

)
� Ap + (np(E0))

3

(nr(E0)+np(E0))
2 ,

which is higher than if the enforcement level was equal to zero (the desired level for
the rich). However, we have to remember that the benefit is in expected terms while
the expenditure is absolute. This means that the revealed payoff may be negative since
expenditure may be too high. The outcome may be either

up � Ap − xp(E), (17)

if they lose the competition, or if they win

up � Ap + np(E) − xp(E). (18)

If it holds that up � Ap − xp(E) < 0, then the poor may decide not to invest
resources or will invest fewer resources than needed to attain the optimal E as (18) is
negative and they will invest such that (18) will be positive—they will invest less than
is necessary to maximize their expected net payoff. This gives the rich more influence
on determining (together with the TA) the enforcement level. In other words, even
though the poor should fight to increase enforcement, they may well not do so.13

In the case just presented, the rich will have a greater influence on determining
the country’s enforcement measures. Hence, lower enforcement is generally the rule.
The poor can obtain more from the government then they pay in taxes. The reason is
simply that their income is low and the benefits they get from government are higher
than what they pay in. On the other hand, they do not have many resources and it is not
clear that they can afford to invest resources in attempting to affect the enforcement
level. Notice that poor, low-income individuals wish tax enforcement to be stricter
than desired by the rich. As the poor pay less to the government than they receive in
benefits from the government, their net tax payment is negative—they want taxes to
be properly collected.

What can change this? Consider herding by taxpayers and the TA’s/society’s sensi-
tivity to corruption. Both concepts are related to the idea of tax morale (Luttmer and
Singhal 2014; Torgler et al. 2008; Alm and Torgler 2006). Both are implementations
reflecting how an individual’s compliance may be affected by others. Incorporating
thesemotivations for tax compliance, we gain some insight into how they affect behav-
ior.

First, think about possible herding and assume it follows a process as modeled in
Epstein and Gang (2010). Here, it starts with people exogenously insisting on paying
their appropriate taxes. Slowly, very slowly, people will stop evading taxes, as they
will see others not evading. With heterogeneous people, first those who are most
affected—most sensitive, those with a lower threshold—will stop evading (Epstein
and Gang 2010). This will increase the actual level of enforcement observed by others
and will increase the benefits the poor obtain, enabling (18) to be positive. What
this means is that the poor will be able to increase their efforts to have increased
enforcement, eventually drawing in those with a higher threshold level and slowly

13 Instead of the payment being less than zero as in Eq. (18), we could write it as less than some positive
threshold. See the discussion on the poverty trap below.
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further increasing the number not evading. Finally, it will affect the rich. What we
are observing here is essentially “backwards herding”; i.e., instead of evasion leading
to increased evasion as described in Epstein and Gang (2010), enforcement acts to
generate increased honesty which further increases honesty potentially until there is
no longer any tax evasion.

Second, consider a change in the TA’s/society’s sensitivity to corruption: Here too,
we might observe “backwards herding.” If the TA/society becomes more sensitive to
corruption—that is, α in our model increases—this would reduce the influence of the
rich on the chosen level of tax enforcement. It seems that the higher possibility would
be the first possibility; thus, a herd will start paying taxes that will start affecting all
others. Like the herd that started not paying taxes, in the same way, a herd can start to
pay taxes that will affect the rest of the population.

Finally, consider the possibility of a poverty trap. Instead of a less than zero out-
come holding as we have just discussed for Eq. (18), think of the outcome as less
than some threshold. The poor will now not invest in trying to change the level of
payment enforcement—that is they will not make these types of expenditures. Thus,
the enforcement level decreases. In a heterogeneous population, first those with low
payoffs A stop investing possibly affecting those with higher payoffs such as Ar which
will then cause others to not invest, making the poor poorer and poorer. Thus, we have
a trap!

5 Conclusion

Tax administration policy is the set of instruments by which the government influences
voluntary and involuntary compliance in trying to achieve its goals. Our goal is to
understand some of the forces involved in determining tax administration policy by
examining the contest over it. Many papers on tax administration and compliance
address their tax revenue impact in an accounting sense and under assumptions of the
standard economic models of tax evasion (Das-Gupta and Gang 2000). We discuss
and compare choices facing the government over tax administration and behavioral
instruments, where the government faces large-scale endemic corruption and wants to
achieve the highest aggregate level of good governance.

Frequently, economic policy results from a contest among concerned parties who
argue for their desired policy and against the suggestions of others. In our story,
the relatively rich and poor are engaged in a struggle determining the degree of tax
enforcement. The struggle can take different forms including bribery, lobbying, rent-
seeking, and protests. The outcome depends on the payoffs the contestants receive if
the tax administrator chooses their desired enforcement level, or not.

Efforts of Transparency International, the World Bank, and others who evaluate
institutions have raised awareness of the costs of doing business and living in differ-
ent environments. We build a story here of how awareness of corruption affects tax
enforcement. The story is not always straightforward. We characterize an economy in
which there are inequality and tax evasion and avoidance by both rich and poor, but
these two groups have different interests and therefore use their resources trying to
influence the efforts made to enforce tax payments at the level that benefits them the
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most. The government’s multiple objectives are captured here in the character of the
tax administrator, whowe picture as amultifaceted individual facing personal conflicts
captured in a welfare function.

The government needs to design an effective tax administration policy that min-
imizes corruption and is sensitive to society’s present and future needs. The tax
administrator (TA) acting as the government’s agent faces choices in searching for
the mechanism that will achieve the highest aggregate level of good governance over
the set of tax administration instruments and efforts.

We examine a stylized poor state with weak institutions in which a “culture of
evasion” damages state authority. Many people evade tax payments, limiting the role
the state can play in economic development. In the face of such extensive corruption,
it is challenging to establish and implement policies reflecting good governance, i.e.,
maximizing social welfare.

We lay out the lobbying contest between the relatively rich and poor, in which the
tax authority acts on behalf of social welfare and her/his own self-interest to determine
the tax enforcement level, while understanding the contest that is going on. The effect
of the enforcement level on the outlays of the rich and poor hinges on the elasticities
of their benefits with respect to changes in the enforcement level. Understanding this
along with the size of each group’s stakes in the contest, we see that enforcement may
move in the opposite directions of lobbying efforts, in part reflecting sensitivity to and
tolerance of corruption. Under certain conditions, sensitivity to corruption gives rise
to enforcement levels that benefit the poor. With this, we discuss the possibility of a
poverty trap.
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